More than 29,000 packets of WIN cigarettes worth over Rs 6 lakh seized

The Sangai Express

Tengnoupal, October 07 2019: A team of Tengnoupal police led by SL Kamkhohao DSP, HQ Tengnoupal, John Lamkang OC Tengnoupal PS, assisted by SI H Henry, under the supervision of SP Tengnoupal Th Vikramjit seized 60 cartons of foreign made WIN cigarettes, totalling 29,980 packets worth over Rs 6 lakh in Manipur market, from a TATA DI 207, driven by one Chungkham Momo while conducting frisking and checking at Tengnoupal police gate today.

The Tata DI 207 was reportedly travelling from Moreh towards Imphal.

The driver along with the seized items were handed over to Tengnoupal PS for further legal actions.
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